Kids Talk! Circle Time:
A visually powerful and
engaging resource that instantly
provides an imaginative, practical
and non-threatening springboard
for dialogue between
professionals and children in a
group setting.
Age: 8 –13
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RESOURCE LIBRARY
Puppet Buddies:
These puppets are designed to
help interaction through role
playing with pretend children while
having lots of fun!

Excellent collection of reference books and games
available covering a wide range of topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For more information on items available or to arrange a
time to come and view the library please contact:

•
•
•

Sandra Brand
P/T Clerical Assistant
Tel: 01595 745664 (answer phone available)

•

Email: sandra.brand@shetland.gov.uk

•

•
•

•
•

Anger/ Bullying
ASD
ASN
Attachment/ Resilience
Child Protection
Communication
Emotional Literacy
Grief + Loss
Group Activities / Team Building
Mental Health
Nurture
Parenting / Family Support
Restorative Practices
Schools
Staff Development
Therapeutic Approaches
Transition

Listed below are just a few examples of books
and games available.

How to Manage Children's Challenging
Behaviour:
This book addresses the issue of challenging
behaviour and behaviour disorders in schools.

Nurturing Talk:
A comprehensive resource pack to enable
practitioners to work effectively with children
who have SEBN in any educational
setting.

Practical Ideas for Emotional Intelligence:
This book covers a wide range of emotional
literacy topics relevant to today’s young
people and can be used in any setting.

Talking with Children and Young People
about Death and Dying:
A workbook that enables adults to sensitively
support children and young people to express
their thoughts, feelings, wishes and fears.

Attachment in the Classroom:
A practical guide illustrating the links
between children’s early experience,
emotional well-being and performance in
school.

Just Schools: A Whole School
Approach to Restorative Justice
A resource for teachers seeking a more
positive and effective way to deal with
conflict in educational settings.

Moving on Up!:
Fun and appealing board game to help
young people manage the transition to
secondary school.

All About Me:
An excellent board game from
Barnardo’s—the most used resource in our
library.
Age: 3+

The Ungame:
A great ice-breaker or a serious
exchange of thoughts, feelings and
ideas. A non competitive communication
game.
Age: 5+

